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In the Bibliography and References Cited Section
Use Bibliographic Software such as Endnote to generate citations and Bibliographies.
Cite the literature throughout the application thoroughly but not excessively. References are important to show Reviewers your breadth of knowledge and to justify positions you take.
Failing to cite references relevant to your work will lead reviewers to assume you're unaware of it.
Cite relevant work from potential Reviewers on your study section if possible.

Generally, references should be presented in full, listing all authors, title, publication date, volume (issue number), and pages. If accepted but not published yet indices “in press”. Listing a Pubmed or Pubmed Central identification number (PMID or PMCID) can help a reviewer to quickly access an unfamiliar reference or paper.

In text citations should generally use a numbered format eg (1) or (1-3). Using a superscripted format is usually allowed and be a great space saver (space saver1-3).